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Technology to deliver great client outcomes

Who we work with

 ¾ Forge lasting client relationships

 ¾ Create real value 

 ¾ Provide better planning

 ¾ Plan ahead for clients

 ¾ Stand out from competitors
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What is it? Cashflow modelling ...

The power of cashflow modelling?

What does it mean to you and your client?

... is the process of assessing current and forecasted wealth. This is done by reviewing current wealth along with 
incomes and expenditures to build a picture of your client’s finances both now and in the future.

... helps to understand your client’s current financial position relative to their objectives and future aspirations. 

... is not just for those with accumulated wealth. It has benefits for all clients with longer term objectives such as 
supporting their family, retirement planning or a business sale. 

... is an interactive process that empowers clients to make their important financial decisions. No longer will they 
focus solely on fund performance and returns.

 ¾ You’ll win more business by standing out 

 ¾ Shows true independence

 ¾ Allows joined-up expertise

 ¾ Accelerates delivery of fees 

 ¾ Enhances profile

 ¾ Encourages ‘sticky’ business

 ¾ Demonstrates value

 ¾ Opens-up more opportunities

Law Firm

 ¾ Deliver optimum client outcome

 ¾ Give peace of mind

 ¾ Open up other opportunities

 ¾ Receive more referrals

 ¾ Demonstrate real value

 ¾ Gain trust

Client

 ¾ Get reassurance

 ¾ Understand the true impact  
of decisions

 ¾ Live the life you want

 ¾ Focus on other goals

 ¾ Have trust



About us

McGarvey Jones

Collectively our advisory team have over 100 years of experience in the field of financial planning.

In order to deliver outstanding service we believe that people are the most important factor in the equation. Our 
business is supported by highly qualified financial planners and our practice support staff.

We are committed to developing long-term relationships with our clients to help them build, preserve and 
protect their wealth during their lifetimes and to pass it to successive generations.

Contact us            Tel: 0161 835 9627     
 Email: info@mcgarveyjones.co.uk

i4C Technology

i4C Technology is intuitive cashflow modelling software used by many leading UK financial planners. i4C users 
see cashflow modelling as key in enhancing the advisory process, by improving transparency and compliance, 
and strengthening client relationships. 

That is why i4C is designed to be engaging, easy to use and packed with functionality.  
It is comprehensive enough to handle all aspects of lifetime planning, including tax - which is crucial given  the 
value of the advice is often in pensions and wealth transfer.


